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pokkiri is an action film which is directed by prabhu deva and features vijay and
asin in the lead roles. the film was produced by ramkumar, who also plays the
main antagonist in the film. the film was released in theatres on 21 may 2007
and became a success at the box office. the movie was originally released in

tamil with the title pokkiri and had a run of nearly 100 days at theatres. pokkiri
is a hindi remake of this movie. it is directed by s.s. rajamouli and stars mahesh

babu, nandamuri kalyan ram and tamannaah in the lead roles. pokkiri is an
indian tamil-language action thriller film directed by prabhu deva and produced
by ramkumar. the film features vijay and asin in the lead roles, while sathyaraj,

vivek, napoleon and prakash raj play supporting roles. the soundtrack and
background score are composed by mani sharma. pokkiri tamil movie - dolu
dolu hd song - free mp3 & video downl. download pokkiri songs hd 1080p blu

ray youtube videos to. pokkiri (tamil: போக்கிரி) is a 1996 indian tamil film
directed by prabhu deva and produced by r. k. shekar. it stars vijay and asin in

the lead roles, with napoleon, mukesh, vadivelu, v. ramasamy, and nassar
playing supporting roles. pokkiri tamil movie - dolu dolu hd song - free mp3 &

video downl. download pokkiri songs hd 1080p blu ray youtube videos to.
pokkiri (tamil: போக்கிரி) is a 1996 indian tamil film directed by prabhu deva

and produced by r. k. shekar. it stars vijay and asin in the lead roles, with
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